HOW TO REACH US BY PULLMAN
The small width of the old town Centre’s medieval streets do not allow buses to reach
our hotels, but it is possible to arrive nearby them: just follow the directions and the
map, but if in doubt do not hesitate to call us, we will be glad to help you. When you
arrive near the destination don’t forget to advise us, in order to find our operators
ready to accompany your Guests with their luggages at the Hotel. After this, you can
move your bus to the parking of the Bus station (1 km far from the Hotel) (booking is
suggested): www.autostazionebo.it/prenotazioni
We remind you that before the arrival you have to communicate the plate number of
the bus at the Reception of the Hotel. The tourist bus entrance in Bologna is regulated
by Municipality of Bologna and it differs for working days, holidays or during the
weekend.

ROUTE VALID FOR WORKING DAYS:
During working days the closest bus stop to the Hotel Commercianti is Piazza Galvani
(100 mt from the hotel):









Drive along the Bologna city center’s ring roads with the Bologna Central train
station on the left and Via Indipendenza on the right
Continue straight on the ring roads towards Viale Angelo Masini
Continue straight on the ring road Viale Giambattista Ercolani
Continue straight on the ring road Viale Giosuè Carducci
Turn right on Via Dante Alighieri
At the end of Via Dante Alighieri turn right on Via Santo Stefano
Continue straight turning slightly on the left on via Farini
Stop on the right at the corner of Via Farini and Piazza Galvani in front of Caffè
Zanarini

How to bring the bus to the bus station:









Continue straight on Via Farini
Continue straight on Via Dè Carbonesi
Continue straight on via Barberia, until the traffic light
At the traffic light go straight on via Sant’Isaia
Arrived to Porta Sant’Isaia turn right on the Bologna city center’s ring roads
Continue straight on Viale Pietramellara
Continue on the ring roads, passing the Bologna Central train station on the left
and Via Indipendenza on the right, you will get onto Viale Angelo Masini
After 100 meters, on the right you will find the entrance of to the Bologna’s bus
station: AUTOSTAZIONE BOLOGNA Tel. +39051245400

ROUTE VALID FOR HOLIDAYS; SATURDAYS AND
SUNDAYS:
Via Indipendenza and Via Ugo Bassi are included in the “T zone” and during Saturdays,
Sundays and holidays, they are closed to the traffic; in these days, the bus can stop at
via d’Azeglio at the corner with Via Farini (100 metres far from the hotel)
Bus stop Via d’Azeglio corner with Via Farini:











Along the avenues of the Train station with the Train station on your left and
Via Indipendenza on your right
Continue on the ring roads of Bologna towards Viale Angelo Masini
Continue on the ring roads into Viale Giambattista Ercolani
Continue on the ring roads into Viale Giosuè Carducci
Continue on the ring roads into Viale Giovanni Gozzadini
Continue on the ring roads into Viale Enrico Panzacchi
Continue on the ring roads into Viale Antonio Aldini
Turn right into Via Massimo d’Azeglio
At the roundabout take the second exit and continue on Via Massimo d’Azeglio
Stop at the end of via d’Azeglio corner with Via Farini

How to reach the Bus station by bus:











Turn left into Via Dè Carbonesi
Continue on Via Barberia until the end
At the traffic light, turn right on Piazza Malpighi
Continue straight into Via Marconi
At the end of the street you will reach the roundabout of Piazza Dei Martiri
Take the third exit, Via Don Minzoni
At the end of the street turn right into Viale Pietramellara
Continue on the boulevards, by surpassing you will find on the left the Train
station and on the right the entrance of Via Indipendenza, until you reach Viale
Angelo Masini
Immediately on the right you will find the entrance of the Bus station:
AUTOSTAZIONE BOLOGNA Piazza XX Settembre 6 – Tel. +39051245400

